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ABSTRACT 
The group inverse 5,,# of the Sylvester transformation S'~(X) = AX - XB is 
(provided that it exists) represented in polynomial form Sa#(Y)= ~,gc,jAiYB j in 
terms of the minimal polynomials of A and B. In one of the representations the 
coefficient matrix [cij] is expressed with the help of a new class of "'derived" Hankel 
matrices. © Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the Sylvester transformation 1 
9(  X ) = AX-  XB, (1) 
where A ~ C ~×u and B ~ C N×N are given matrices and C is the field of 
complex numbers. The transformation S a is invertible if and only if A and B 
have no common eigenvalues. For this case o ca is well investigated and 
discussed in a huge number  of papers. One natural approach to describing 
*This work was supported by research project SM-100, Kuwait University. 
1 Sometimes this transformation s also called the Lyapunov transformation. Wereserve that 
name for the case B = A*. 
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the inverse transformation is to represent i as a polynomial in A and B, i.e. 
to look for coefficients c~j such that the transformation 3-given by 
~.~Y) = ~ ~cijAiyB j (2) 
i= l j= l  
is inverse to S '~, where m and n denote the degrees of the minimal 
polynomials of A and B, respectively. This idea was initiated in [10] and [12] 
and further developed in [4, 5, 7] (see also [9, 1,2.10]). The approach 
presented in these papers reduces the evaluation of S a- 1 to the solution of a 
simpler auxi l iary matrix equation involving companion matrices of the mini- 
mal or characteristic polynomials of A and B and, as the unknown, the 
coefficient matrix C = [%j]. The auxiliary equation can be further trans- 
formed into resultant or Bezoutian equations. The approach is related to 
module-theoretic reasoning. The module-theoretic approach was further de- 
veloped and generalized to more general matrix equations in [14, 3, 13, 11]. 
The main results of the research completed so far claim that the coeffi- 
cient matrix C can be expressed in terms of the Bezoutian or Sylvester 
(resultant) matrices of the minimal or characteristic polynomials of A and B 
or with the help of certain Hankel matrices related to these polynomials. The 
formulas become simpler if instead of C the coefficient matrix C = [~j] of 
the expansion 
i= l j= l  
is considered, where A i is the coefficient of z i in the matrix polynomial of 
the adjoints ,~(z) = a(z ) (z I  m - A )  -1,  and the Bj are defined analogously. 
We will present a revised version of these formulas also in this paper. 
For the noninvertible case it is natural to ask about generalized inverses of 
of the form (2). Since any transformation go f  the form (2) commutes with 
~,  the only acceptable generalized inverse is the Drazin inverse (see 
[2, 1]). Recall that the Drazin inverse S o of a linear operator S is defined by 
the three equations 
(i) SS ° = SDS,  
(ii) sOs  k+l = S k, 
(iii) S°SS  ° = S ° .  
Here k denotes ome nonnegative integer. The smallest integer k for which 
(ii) holds is called the index of S. Operators in finite-dimensional spaces have 
a unique Drazin inverse. Furthermore, S ° can be represented as a polyno- 
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mial p(S) in S (see [2]). In our case S =S a a polynomial p (5  a) can be 
reduced to the form (2) or (3). The Drazin inverse of an operator S is called 
the group inverse and is denoted by S ° if the index of S equals 1. In other 
words, the group inverse of S exists if and only if the range of S is a direct 
complement of the kernel of S. For the finite-dimensional case, in terms of 
the Jordan form, that means that the group inverse exists if and only if the 
Jordan blocks corresponding to the eigenvalue 0 have size one. 
In this paper we deal only with the group inverse. We assume that it 
exists. Formulas for the Drazin inverse for higher indices can be obtained 
with the help of the same approach. However, the expressions we have 
obtained so far are rather complicated. For our case S =2~' it is easily 
checked, using the Jordan forms of A and B, that the group inverse of 
exists if and only if the Jordan blocks of A and B corresponding to common 
eigenvalues have only size one. In terms of the minimal polynomials a(z) and 
b(z) that means the following. 
ASSUMPTION. The roots of the g.c.d, d(z) of a(z) and b(z) are simple 
roots of both a(z) and b(z). 
Throughout the paper we assume that this condition is fulfilled. 
The paper is structured as follows. First we consider in Section 2 the 
invertible case. We deduce some (to some extent) known results in a manner 
appropriate for us, in order to motivate our approach for the noninvertible 
case. The idea is to reduce the evaluation of the inverse transformation f 5 a 
to the solution of a polynomial congruence or, equivalently, to the solution of 
a Bezout (i.e. polynomial Diophantine) equation. We give three possible 
representations of the coefficient matrix C: the first is an Bezoutian-like 
representation, i  the second one Hankel matrices are involved, and the third 
one includes inverses of Bezoutians. 
Note that we could not find the first kind of representations, which is the 
most straightforward one, in the literature, i.e., it could be new. That is also 
true of the second kind of representations. The third representation can be 
found explicitly in [7] and [9], and it is closely related to the resultant 
representations i  [4, 5]. The proof offered here is simpler than the original 
one. Let us point out that so far we are only able to generalize the first two 
representations to the group inverse. 
In Section 3 representations of the first two kinds are presented for the 
projection onto the kernel of ~ along its range. It is remarkable that in these 
representations Hankel matrices and Bezoutians play, as in the representa- 
tions of the inverse transformation f S p, a decisive role. 
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In Section 4 we discuss the group inverse for the special case of the 
commutator, i.e. for A = B, and we give a representation f the first kind. In 
order to get also an analogue of the second type of representations one has to 
introduce a new class of structured matrices. These matrices are related to 
rational functions as the classical Hankel matrices are, but they involve also 
the derivative of the function. Therefore we call these matrices derived 
Hankel matrices. It is, of course, of interest o learn more about this class, for 
example how rank and signature can be expressed in terms of the generating 
function. In Section 5 we formulate some more open questions concerning 
this class. Finally, in Section 6 we present, as the main result of this paper, 
two formulas for the coefficient matrix C of the group inverse of the 
Sylvester transformation, which will be specified for the case of the Lyapunov 
transformation .~(X)  = AX - XA* in Section 7. 
2. THE INVERTIBLE CASE REVISITED 
In order to motivate our approach we discuss first the invertible case. 
That means that in this section we assume that a(z) and b(z) are coprime. 
Let A ~ C uxM and B ~ C Nxu be given matrices, and let a(z) and 
b(z) be their minimal polynomials with degrees m and n, respectively. We 
associate ach polynomial in two variables p(z,w) = ~i.jpijziw j with the 
transformation 
p(a ,s )x=E J p~j A XB 
i,j 
acting in the space of matrices C M x N. The transformation p(z, w) ~ p( A, B) 
is a ring homomorphism from the polynomial ring C[z, w] to the ring of all 
linear operators in C Mxu. The kernel of this homomorphism is the ideal 
generated by the minimal polynomials a(z) and b(w). 
Now, in order to find c(z, w) satisfying ~-1  = c(A, B)we have to solve 
the congruence 
(z - w)c (z ,w)  - 1 mod(a(z ) ,b (w) ) ,  (4) 
which is equivalent to the equation 
(z  - w)c (z ,w)  = 1 + a(z )u (z ,w)  - b(w)v(z ,w)  (5) 
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for polynomials u(z ,w)  and v(z ,w) .  We may assume that u(z ,w)  and 
v(z, w) have degree (m - 1, n - 1) at most, since higher degrees can be 
reduced modulo a(z) and b(w). 
We show that u(z, w) actually depends only on w. Suppose that a(z) = 
E~=oak z k, a m = 1, and u(z, w) = E'k"_~uk(w)z k. Then the right-hand side 
of (5) is of the form 
z2m- lum_ I (W)  + Z 2m 2[Um_2(W ) -I- am_ lUm_ l (W)]  -~- "'" 
"~- zm+ I [u l (W)  -~- am_lU2(W ) "}- "'" -}-alUm_l(W)] -4- ~(Z,W) ,  
where rb(z, w) has degree less than or equal n in z. Comparing coefficients 
we obtain, since the left-hand side is of degree m in z, that u m_ l(w) . . . .  
= ut(w) = 0. Thus u(z, w) = Uo(W) := u(w). Analogously v(z, w) = v(z). 
Putting z = w, we obtain that u and v must fulfill the Bezout equation 
bv-au  = 1, (6) 
which has a unique solution (u, v) satisfying deg u < n and deg v < m. The 
solution (u, v) satisfying this degree condition will be called the minimal- 
degree solution of (6). As a first result we have the following 
THEOREM 1. Let (u, v) be the minimal-degree solution of (6). Then 
9 -1  = c( A, B ), where 
1 + a (z )u (w)  - b (w)v(z )  
e(z ,w)  = (7) 
Z - -W 
Let us denote the coefficient matrix of the polynomial c(z, w) by C, i.e. 
C = [c,j] if c(z, w) = Em-olE72gc,jz'wL We transform now the relation (7) 
into a matrix representation of C involving Hankel matrices. For this we need 
the following definition. 
Let f ( z )  = p(z ) /a (z )  be a rational function, and let 
f ( z )  = ~., s,z - '-1 (8) 
i= --r 
be its Laurent expansion at infinity. Then the matrices Hm,(f) = 
]m-- ln-- I  s~+fl~=0j= 0 are called the Hankel matrices generated byf (z ) .  For short we 
set Hn(f) = H, , ( f ) .  I f  f ( z )  = a(z-1), where a is a polynomial of degree m, 
then we denote the Hankel matrix Hm(f) (for reasons that become clear 
later) also by B(a). 
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THEOREM 2. The coefficient matrix C of the polynomial representation of 
50-1 can be factored in the form 
C = B(a)Hm.(V/a)B(b ) = B(a) Hm.(u/b)B(b) ,  (9) 
where (u, v) is the minimal-degree solution of (6). 
Proof. The relation (7) can be written in the form 
1 [ 1 v (z )  
e(z,w) - -a (z )  
- -w  
u(w) 
+ b- -~)b(w) .  (10) 
Since 1/a(z)b(z)= 0(7s  -m-n)  at infinity, the first terms of the Laurent 
series expansion of v (z ) /a (z )  and u(z)/b(z)  that correspond to the powers 
Z - 1 . . . . .  Z - m - n + 1 coincide, in view of (6). In particular this implies 
Hmn(V//a) = Hmn(u//b). Furthermore, (10) leads to 
c( z ,w)  = -a(  z) f (  z) - f (w)  
7~ -- W 
b(w) + 
where f (z )  = v(z)/a(z)  or f (z )  = u(z)/b(z), and t~(z,w) is of the form 
a(z, w) = Y~. . oai jz- i - lw J-J. Comparing coefficients in the latter equal- 
ity, we get (9jl j= • 
The formula (9) becomes impler if the following connection between the 
polynomial representation (2) and the adjoint matrix representation (3) is 
utilized. 
LEMMA 3 (See [9, p. 53]). If the two matrices C and C are related via 
C = B(a)CB(c), 
then the transformations 3-given by (2) and (3) coincide. 
COROLLARY 4. The coefficient matrix d of the representation (3) for 
j -=~- i  is given by C = H,,n(v/a) = H,,,~(u/b). 
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We give now a third representation of C involving a Bezoutian matrix. 
The Bezoutian of two polynomials a(z) and b(z), m = deg a >/deg b, is, by 
definition, the matrix B(a, b) = [bq]'~- 1 given by 
m-1 
bijziw j=  
i , j=O 
a( z )b(w)  - b( z)a(w) 
Z - -W 
In particular, we have B(a) = B(a, 1). 
The following result (in slightly different form) was proved in [8]. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let b(z) and a(z) be coprime polynomials, deg b ~< 
deg a <<, m, and let (v(z), u(z)) be the minimal-degree solution of (6). Then 
Hm(v/a) and B(a, b) are nonsingular and 
Hm(v/a ) -1  = B(a, b). 
Taking Theorem 2 and Proposition 5 together, we obtain the following 
representation for C that involves only the minimal polynomials of A and B. 
THEOREM 6. The matrix C of the polynomial generating ~ 1 is given by 
C =B(a)B(a ,b ) - lB (b ) ,  
where a( z ) and b( z ) are the minimal polynomials of A and B, respectively. 
Note that from Theorem 2 emerge more representations of C involving 
Bezoutians if one takes into account hat 
B( v, a) = B( a) Hn( v/a ) B( a) 
(see [9, p. 39]). This leads, for example, to the formula 
C = B(a)B(b) - lB (b ,u ) .  (11) 
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3. PROJECTION ONTO THE KERNEL 
As was remarked above, the group inverse of a linear operator S exists if 
and only if its range is a direct complement to its kernel. In this section we 
give a polynomial representation of the projection onto the kernel of the 
Sylvester transformation ~ along its range. 
First we describe all transformation q(A, B) (q (z ,w)~ C[z,w])  for 
which S:q(A, B) = 0. The latter is equivalent to 
( z - w)q( z ,w)  = 0 mod (a( z), b(w)) ,  
which in its turn can be written as 
- w)q(z,w) = - b(w)v(z,w), (12)  
where u(z, w) and v(z, w) are polynomials. Let Cmn[Z ,W] denote the set of 
polynomials in C[z, w] with degree (m - 1, n - 1) at most. Since a(z) and 
b(z) are the minimal polynomials of A and B, respectively, we may assume 
that q(z, w) ~ Cm,[Z, W]. With the same arguments as formulated before 
Theorem 1 one can show that actually u(z ,w)= u(w), v (z ,w)= v(z), 
deg u ~< n, deg v ~< m. Since the left-hand side vanishes for z = w, we have 
au = by. Let d be the g.c.d, of a and b, a = aod, b = bod. Then 
u =b 0~ and v =a 0~ (13) 
for a certain polynomial ~: with degree less than r := deg d(z). 
Vice versa, if u(z) and v(z) are given by (13) with a polynomial ~(z) of 
degree less than r, then au = by, and therefore (12) defines a polynomial 
q(z, w) ~ Cm,[Z, W]. Thus the following is true. 
PROPOSITION 7. The general form of a polynomial q(z, w) ~ Cm,[Z, W] 
satisfying ~q(  A, B) = 0 is given by 
d(z )¢(w)  - 
q(  z ,  w ) = ao( Z ) bo( W ) ,  
Z - -W 
where ~( z ) is an arbitrary polynomial with degree less than r. 
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REMARK S. Note that this proposition also implies that the general form 
of a polynomial q(z ,w)  from Cm+I,,+I[Z,W] satisfying 5'~q(A, B) = 0 is 
given by 
a( z )~(w)  - ~( 2;)a(w) 
q(~,w) = ao(2;) bo(W) 
2; - -W 
+ a(2;)6(w) + z (~)b(w) ,  
where ~b and qJ are polynomials of degree less than or equal to n and m, 
respectively. 
Now we demand, in addition, that there be a polynomial c(z, w) such 
that 
q(A,  B) = I -~c(A ,  B). (14) 
If this condition is fulfilled, then the transformation 9 = q(A,  B) is the 
projection onto the kernel of ~ along the range of 5 a. In polynomial 
language (14) means 
( z  - w)c (z ,w)  = 1 - ao(z ) 
a( 2;)¢(w) - ~( 2;)a(w) 
Z mW 
b0(w) 
+ a(2;)6(w) + q,(2;)b(w) (15) 
for certain polynomials ~b and ~b. Since the left-hand side of (15) vanishes for 
z = w, we have 
o = 1 - aobo(d' ~ - ~'d)  + a4, + b~O. (16) 
Considering this equation modulo d, we get the congruence 
aobod' ~-  1 mod d 
or equivalently the Bezout equation 
aobod' ~ - d r /= 1. (17) 
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In view of the assumption made in the Introduction, the polynomials d(z) 
and ao(z)bo(z)d'(z) are coprime. Hence the Bezout equation (17) has a 
unique solution (~, 77) satisfying deg ~ < deg d. For this ~(z) and only for 
this ~(z) (satisfying the degree restriction), Equation (16) is solvable. This 
leads to the following. 
THEOREM 9. The projection onto the kernel of 5 a along the range of 
is given by ~ = p( A, B), where 
d(  - 
p( z, w) = ao( Z) bo(W) 
and ~ is from the minimal-degree solution of (17). 
For the special case A = B we get the following (taking also Proposition 
5 into account). 
COROLLARY 10. Let 2U A denote the set of all matrices commuting with 
A ~ C n×n. Then the projection ~ ontoX A along the range of the commutator 
~(X)  = AX - XA is given by ~ = p(A, A), where p ~ Cmn[Z,W] and the 
coefficient matrix P of p is the Bezoutian of a and ~, where ( ~, r !) is the 
minimal degree solution of 
a'~-a~? = 1. 
Another epresentation f P is 
p = H(a ' /a )  -~ 
The polynomial p(z, w) in Theorem 6 can be written in the form 
p(z ,w)  = -a (z )  f ( z )  - f (w)  b (w) ,  
75 - -  W 
where f ( z )  = ~(z) /d(z) .  This leads to a Hankel-matrix representation of 
the coefficient matrix P of the polynomial p(z,w),  which is analogous to 
Theorem 2. 
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THEOREM 11. The coefficient matrix P = [ Pij] of the polynomial p( z, w) 
= Ei,jp,jziw j for which p(A, B) is the projection onto the kernel of 
along its range is given by 
e = B(a)Hmn (~/d)B(b) ,  
where d(z) is the g.c.d, of the minimal polynomials of A and B and 
(~(z), ~l( z)) denotes the minimal degree solution of (17). 
REMARK 12. The rank of the matrix P, which is equal to the rank of 
Hmn , coincides with the degree r of d(z) (see [8]). Hence rank P ~< 
rank p(A, B) = dim kerS  a, where equality holds if A and B are nondegen- 
eratory. 
4. THE GROUP INVERSE OF THE COMMUTATOR 
In this section we consider the special case A = B. In this case we denote 
by ~,  i.e. ~(X)  = AX - XA. The group inverse of ~ exists if and only if 
the minimal polynomial a(z) of A has only simple roots. 
Note that all statements of this section are also true for the case B = A r, 
since the minimal polynomials of A and A r coincide. 
Suppose that 
n-1 
~#(y)  = ~ cijAiYA j. 
i,j=O 
Then the corresponding polynomial c(z, w) = l.,i4=oCij z~.n -  1 iwj satisfies 
(z  - w)[1 - ( z - w)c] = O mod ( a( z), a(w) ). 
By Remark 8 we get 
1 - ( z -w)c  = 
a( z )~(w)  -- a(w)~( z) 
Z - -W 
+ a(z) b(w) + 
( i s )  
for certain polynomials ~b, ~b, and s c. For z = w we obtain 
1 = a'~:-- a{ '  + a(~b + 0) -  
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Since a'  and a are assumed to be coprime, the Bezout equation 
1 = a'~: + aT/ (19)  
has a solution. This leads to ~/+ ~' = ~b + ~b. Vice versa, if ~b and ~9 fulfill 
this condition, then (18) defines a polynomial c(z, w) such that S~c( A, B )~ 
= 5:, i.e., it is an inner inverse to ~.  Thus we arrive at the following. 
PROPOSITION 13. The general form of a transformation 3-= c( A, A) 
satisfying ~'~d" = ~ is given by 
1 ( a(~)~(w) - ~(~)a(w) 
c(z ,w)  - -  1 -  
Z - -W ;~- -W 
-a (~)6(w)  - q,(~)a(w)),  (20) 
where ( ~, 77) is a solution of (17) and oh(z) and qJ(z) are polynomials 
satisfying 
6+~=n+~' .  
Now it remains to select among all transformations described in the 
previous proposition that one which represents the group inverse. Among all 
g described in Proposition 13 the group inverse 3 -= ~'# is uniquely deter- 
mined by ~g~3-= ~.  In polynomial anguage this means 
( z  - w)c (~,w)  2 = . (z ,w)  + a( : )u ( : ,w)  + v(~,w)a(w)  
for some polynomials u and v. Putting z = w, we see that c(z, z) corre- 
sponding to the group inverse is divisible by a(z). I f  we choose ~b = ~b in 
(20), then we get c(z ,w)=-c (w,z ) .  In particular, c(z , z )= 0. That 
means for this choice c(z, z) is divisible by a(z). 
We show that there is only one polynomial ~b ~ C,,,_ l[z] for which 
c(z, z), where e(z, w) is given by (20), is divisible by d(z). In fact, for the 
limit w ~ z we obtain by l'Hospital's ride 
c(z, z) = o,(~) - a ' (z )~(~)  -- ~0'(z)a(z), 
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where 2 
~9 a(z)~(w)  - sC(z)a(w) 
w(z)  = lira 
w-*z  ~;5 ~ - -  W 
I f  c(z, z) is divisible by a(z), then 
a'05 = w mod a. 
Since a'  and a are coprime, this congruence has a unique solution 05 
C,,_ 1[ z]. Analogously 0 is uniquely determined. 
Thus we have proved that 05 = tO is the right choice for the group 
inverse. So we obtain the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 14. The group inverse of the commutator ~ is, provided 
that it exists, given by ~ = c( A, A). 
1( 
c(z ,w)  - 1 - 
W 
a(z)sC(w) - ~(z)a(w) 
-a(  z)05(w) - 05( z)a(w) ), (21) 
where 
6 = ½(n + ~')  
and (~, ~1) is the mininuzl-degree solution of the Bezout equation (19). 
5. DERIVED HANKEL  MATRICES 
In order to obtain an analogue of Theorem 2 for the group inverse of ~' 
and later of S '~, we have to introduce a new class of matrices associated with 
rational functions. 
Let f (z)  be a strictly proper rational function with a Laurent expansion 
(8) at infinity ( r  = 0). Remember that the infinite Hankel matrix generated 
2 Note that a simple computation shows that oJ(z) = ~-[ a" ( z )~:( z) - a(z) ~" ( z)]. 
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by f(z) is, by definition, given by H(f) = [s,+j] o. It is easily checked that 
f ( z )  - f (w)  
-- E Si+j Z - i - lw - j -1  
7~ -- W i,j= 0 
Now we associate the function f(z) with another infinite matrix H'(f) = 
[s'ij] o defined by 
1 (f(z)-f(w)__ 
2S - -W Z - -W 
- ½[ i f (z)  +f ' (w) ] )  = E s:jz-'- w -j-' 
i,j=O 
(22) 
The matrix H ' ( f )  = [s'ij] o will be called derived Hankel matrix correspond- 
ing to f (z) .  
Obviously, H ' ( f )  is skew-symmetric. Furthermore, its entries are related 
to the Laurent series coefficients  i of f(z) in the following way. 
PROPOSITION 15. The entries 'ij of H'(f) are given by 
j - i  
s'iJ 2 si +j-I (i, j = O, 1 .... ). 
Proof. We compute the derived Hankel matrix for the function f(z) = 
z -k. For this case the function given by (22) is equal to 
z -k - lw-k -1  ( k zk+l)( W)) zwk+l-zk+lw+ (w'+l+ z -  
z -k - lw-k - l (  k+2 k+2 k ) 
kzk+2 .~_ ZW k+l __zk+lw _ W k+2 
From this equality we see that the entries s'q of H '(z -k ) (i, j = 0, 1 . . . .  ) are 
equal to zero for i + j  # k. Suppose that sk_j, j = o) (j = 0 . . . . .  k). Com- 
paring coefficients, we obtain 
o)+ 1 -2o)+ o)_ 1 =0 ( j  = 1 . . . . .  k -  1) 
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and 
k k -k+2 k -2  
~r° = - 2 '  crk = 2 '  ~rl 2 ' crk- 1 2 
From this we conclude that 
k j - i  
~=J  2 2 
In view of H ' ( f )  = E~= 0sk H ' (z-k - 1), we get our assertion. 
We define finite derived Hankel matrices naturally by H'~,( f )= 
, 1..-  1 . -  I and H ' ( f )  = H~.(f). S i j J i  = 0 j = 0 
Note that derived Hankel matrices are a special class of D-structured 
matrices in the sense of [6]. Let us recall the definition. Let D = [dst]~ q be 
a given matrix. Then the matrix A = [aij] is sa id  to  be D-structured if
P q 
Y'~ ~ ai_s,j_tdst = 0 
s=0 t=0 
for all i t> p, j />  q. Block Hankel, Toeplitz, and Toeplitz-plus-Hankel matri- 
ces have a D-structure for certain D with rank 2. For general D with rank 2 
the properties of D-structured matrices are similar to those of classical 
Hankel matrices. For example, the inverses are "D-Bezoutians." 
In the case of derived Hankel matrices the structure matrix D equals 
0 0 1 
D= -2  • 
0 
and has rank 3. That means the results from [6] cannot be applied. 
It would be of interest o study the properties of derived Hankel matrices 
in more detail. In particular, it could be important to know how the 
properties of the rational function are reflected in properties of the matrix 
H ' ( f ) ,  in particular how rank and signature of H ' ( f )  and their finite sections 
H' ( f )  can be expressed in terms of the function f (z) .  This could lead to 
some new root distribution theorems. Another problem is to describe the 
inverses of derived Hankel matrices and to find fast algorithms for their 
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computation. Since inverses of Hankel matrices are Bezoutians, it is natural 
to conjecture that inverses of derived Hankel matrices are certain generalized 
"derived" Bezoutians. However, examples eem to indicate that this is not 
true in general (see [6]). Furthermore, a problem is to generalize the concept 
of derived Hankel matrices to higher-order derivatives. This will be impor- 
tant, for example, for the generalization f our results to the Drazin inverse of 
transformations S p with an index larger than one. 
Now we can formulate the analogue of Theorem 2 for the group inverse 
of the commutator. 
THEOREM 16. The coefficient matrix C of the polynomial c(z, w) for 
which c( A, A) is the group inverse of ~ is given by 
C = B(a)H'(~/a)B(a),  
where (~(z), r/(z)) is the minimal-degree solution of (19). 
Proof. The relation (21) can be written in the form 
c(z,w) a(z)a(w) ( f ( z ) - f (w)  1 ) 
. . . . . .  g(z)  - g(w)  + a(~la(w)  ' % - -W W 
where f (z)  = ~(z)/a(z) and g(z) = qb(z)/a(z). For z ~ w (21) leads to 
1 = a '#-  ~'a + 2a~b. Hence 
g(z )  - 
¢ (~)  ~ a(~)¢ , (~)  -a ' (~)~(z )  1 
~(z) 2 a(~) 2 2~(z)  2 
1 
= l f ' ( z )  + 2a(z)~----7~. 
Consequently, 
c(~,w) a( z_)__a(____w) ( f( Z) - w ~ w) - ½[f'( z) + f'(w)] 
2a(z )  2 2a(w) 2 + a(z)a(w) )" 
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In this section we construct he group inverse for a general Sylvester 
transformation ~.  We continue our reasonings from Section 3 and use the 
same notations. First we describe all transformations 3-= c(A, B) satisfying 
Sa3-~ =Y.  Recall that the polynomial c(z, w) admits a representation (15), 
where ~ is defined by (17). Inserting this into (16), we obtain 
acb + b~O = ~Td - aobod~'. (23) 
This equation is solvable, since the right-hand side is divisible by the g.c.d. 
d(z)  of a(z) and b(z). 
Let (~b 0, ~90) be the minimal degree solution of 
ao6 o + bo~ o = ~ - aobo~'. (24) 
Then the general solution of (23) is given by 
6(z)  = 60(z) + ~(~)b0(z), ~(z)  = ~0(z) - ~(~)~o(Z), 
where a(z )  is an arbitrary polynomial. Since we are looking only for 
~b(z) ~ C,+l[z]  and ~O(z) ~ Cm+l[z] we may assume that a(z )  ~ Cr+I[Z] 
[r = deg d(z)]. Hence the following is true. 
PROPOSITION 17. The general form of all transformations g-= c( A, B) 
satisfying ~ = ~ is given by 
1 ( d(z)¢(w) - ¢(z)d(w) 
c(z ,w)  - -  1 - -ao(Z  ) bo(w ) 
;5 - -W Z - -W 
+a(z)60(w) + q,0(z)b(w) 
+a0(z )b0(w) (~(z )d (w)  - d(z)~(w)) .  (25) 
where ~(z) is defined by (17), (~b0, ~b 0) is the minimal degree solution of 
(24), and a(z )  ~ C~+~[z] is arbitrary. 
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REMARK 18. In the latter proposition it is sufficient o let a (z )  ~ C~[z]. 
In fact, if o~ r is the leading coefficient of a (z )  and a (z )  is replaced by 
or(z) = or(z) - otrd(z) [d(z) is assumed to be monic], then c(z, w) remains 
unchanged and ~(z)  ~ C~[z]. 
It remains to clarify for which polynomials a (z )  the transformation 
J=  c(A, B) is the group inverse, i.e. satisfies, in addition, J -~= 9~. In 
polynomial language this means 
cZ( z ,w) (  z - w) = c( z ,w)  - a( z )u(  z ,w)  - b (w)v(  z ,w) ,  
where u(z, w) and v(z, w) are certain polynomials. For z = w we get 
~(z ,  ~) = a (~) , , (~ ,  2;) + b(2;),)(2;, ~).  
In particular, the g.c.d, d(z) of a(z) and b(2;) is a divisor c(z, z). 
Let Co(Z, w) denote the polynomial (25) for the choice a(z)  = 0. Then 
for arbitrary a(z)  we have 
~(2;,~) = ~0(2;,w) + ~0(~) 
~( 2;)a(w) - a( z )~(w)  
2; - -W 
b0(2;). 
For w ~z  we get 
c(2;, 2;) = Co(2;, z) + ao(2; ) [ ,~' (2 ; )a(z)  - a'(z)~(2;)lbo(Z). 
From this equation we see that d(z) is a divisor of c(z, z) if and only if a(z )  
satisfies the congruence 
a(z )d ' ( z )ao(z )bo(z  ) =- Co(Z, z) mod d(z ) .  (26) 
This congruence has a unique solution a(z)  ~ Cr[2;]. That means there is 
only one a(z)  ~ Cr[Z] such that c(z, z) is divisible by d(z). Thus this must 
be the right choice for the group inverse. 
Let us compute Co(Z, z). First we consider w as a constant and compute 
limz_~ w Co(Z, w). By l'Hospital's rule, 
c0(w, w) 
(z - w) [a ' ( z )¢ (w)  - ~'(z )a (w) ]  - a(z )~(w)  + ~(~)a(w)  
= -aob o lirn 
z~w (z -w)  2 
-- a'o(d'( ~- ~'d)b o+ a'qb o+ ~b 
1 tt p t = -~aobo(d ¢ -  ~"d) - aobo(d ~ - ¢'d) + a'd6o + q~b. (27) 
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If we consider z as a constant and compute lim w _.. Co(Z, w)  we get 
Co(Z, z )  = ½aobo(d" ~ - ~"d)  + aob'o(d' ~ - ~ 'd )  - ark'o - ~b~b. (28) 
Taking (27) and (28) together, we obtain 
2c0(z, z) = ( aob' o - a'obo)( d'  ~ - ~'d)  + ad' qb o - aqb' o + ~b~b - ~o b' .  
Considering this equality modulo d(z) ,  we conclude 
2c0(z, z) = [(a0b ~ - a'obo) ~ + ao~b o - bod'~b]d' mod d. 
Now the congruence (26) gives over into 
aoboa =- (aob' o - a'obo)¢ + aodp o - bo~b o mod d, 
which is equivalent to the Bezout equation 
aoboa - d~8 = (aob' o - a'obo) ~ + ao~b o - bomb o. (29) 
Thus we arrived at the following representation for the group inverse of 
THEOREM 19. The group inverse of  the transformation S° is, provided 
that it exists, given by ~ = c( A, B), where c (z ,w)  is given by (25), 
(£ (z ) ,  r l(z)) is the minimal-degree solution of  (17), (~b0(z), q0(z)) is the 
minimal-degree solution of  (24), and (o~(z), jS(z)) is the minimal-degree 
solution of  (29). 
We transform now (25) into a formula that involves a Hankel and a 
derived Hankel matrix. We have 
¢(z) ¢(w) 
c(z,w) a(z)b(W)z_w (a(z]b(w~. . . + d(Z)z_wd(W) 
+ - -  ¢~o(Z) ~o(W) ~(z) ~(w) + _ _ + t  
a(z )  b (w)  d (z )  d (w)  
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Introducing the functions 
~(z) 
f (z)  ~(z) ' 
¢0(z)  ~(z )  1 d (z )~ ' ( . . )  - ¢(z)d ' (2;)  
g~(z) + ~ + 
a(z) d(z) 2 d(z) 2 
¢0(z) ~(z )  1 d(z)~,(2;) - ¢(z)d,(z) 
g~(z) + - -  
b (z )  d(~) 2 ~(z) ~ 
this can be written in the form 
a(z)b(w) [ 1 f ( z )  - f (w)  
C( Z, W) 
z - -w  l . (~)b(w)  + 2; - -W 
- l [ f ' ( z )  +f ' (w) ]  + g~(2;) - g2(w) ) .  
Since the denominator z - w vanishes for z = w, we get 
1 
g~(z) - g2(2;) 
a(2;)b(z) '
which is O(z -'~-n) at infinity. Thus the coefficient matrix C of c(z,w) 
admits the representation 
C = B(a)[H[n,,(f ) + Hm.(g)]B(b ) (30) 
1 for g = gl, g = g2, and also g = ~(gl + g2)" Note that the latter function g 
is equal to 
g (z )  = ~ a b + d" 
Thus, we have proved the main result of this paper. 
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THEOREM 20. The group inverse of the transformation S ° is, provided 
that it exists, given by S ~ = c( A, B), where the coefficient matrix C of 
c(z,w) is given by (30), f ( z )  = ~(z)/d(z),  g(z) is defined by (31), and 
~(z), (~b0(z), ~Oo(Z)), and a(z) are the same as in Theorem 19. 
COROLLARY 21. The coefficient matrix C of the representation (3) of the 
group inverse ~ = 3-of the Sylvester transformation is given by 
H~nn(f) + Hmn(g ), 
where f and g are as above. 
7. GROUP INVERSE OF THE LYAPUNOV TRANSFORMATION 
We specify the Bezout equations defining the polynomial c(z, w) for the 
Lyapunov transformation .Z~'(X) = AX - XA*, i.e. for the case B = A*. In 
this case we have b(z) = ~(z) .'= a (£) .  The g.c.d, d(z) of a(z) and ~(z) is 
real. Hence bo(z) = ~o(Z). The Bezout equation (17) goes over into 
[a0J2d'g - d~7 = 1 (32) 
and has a real minimal-degree solution. Furthermore, (24) goes over into 
a0~b o + ~0~00 = • - la012 ~' .  
Since the right-hand side is real, we get for the minimal-degree solution 
~O0 = ~0. Thus the latter can be written as 
Re a0~b o = ~7 - la012 ~'  (33) 
Finally, (29) can be written in the form 
la01Z~ = 2i Im a0(~:  - ~b0) mod d. (34) 
In particular, we see that a(z) has purely imaginary coefficients. 
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COROLLARY 22. The group inverse of the Lyapunov transformation .~  is 
given by .~# = c( A, A * ), where c( z, w ) is given by (25) in which b( z ) = 
?z(z), bo(z) = ~0(z), ~h0(z) = ~0(z),  and ( ~(z), ~?(z)), dpo(Z), and a (z )  are 
minimal-degree solutions of (32), (33), and (34), respectively. 
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